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Abstract
We discuss rare lepton-number-violating top-quark and W -boson four-body decays to final states containing a same-charge lepton pair, of the
same or of different flavors: t → bW−+
i
+
j
and W+ → J J¯ ′+
i
+
j
, where i = j or i = j and J J¯ ′ stands for two light jets originating from a u¯d or
a c¯s pair. These L = 2 decays are forbidden in the Standard Model and may be mediated by exchanges of Majorana neutrinos. We adopt a model
independent approach for the Majorana neutrinos mixing pattern and calculate the branching ratios (BR) for these decays. We find, for example,
that for O(1) mixings between heavy and light Majorana neutrinos (not likely but not ruled out) and if at least one of the heavy Majorana
neutrinos has a mass of  100 GeV, then the BR’s for these decays are: BR(t → b+
i
+
j
W−) ∼ 10−4 and BR(W+ → +
i
+
j
J J¯ ′) ∼ 10−7 if
mN ∼ 100 GeV and BR(t → b+i +j J J¯ ′) ∼ BR(W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′) ∼ 0.01 if mN  50 GeV. Taking into account the present limits on the
neutrino mixing parameters, we obtain more realistic values for these BR’s: BR(t → b+
i
+
j
W−) ∼ 10−6 and BR(W+ → +
i
+
j
J J¯ ′) ∼ 10−10
for mN ∼ 100 GeV and BR(t → b+i +j J J¯ ′) ∼ BR(W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′) ∼ 10−6 for mN  50 GeV.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.The recent discovery of neutrino oscillations which indicates
mixing between massive neutrinos [1], was a major turning
point in modern particle physics, since it stands as the first
direct evidence for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM).
Thus, it is now clear that the SM has to be expanded to include
massive neutrinos that mix. Since there is still no understand-
ing of the nature of these massive neutrinos, i.e., Majorana
or Dirac-like, the extension of the SM can basically go either
way. In particular, a simple way to consistently include sub-
eV massive Majorana neutrinos in the SM is to add superheavy
right-handed neutrinos with GUT-scale masses and to rely on
the seesaw mechanism [2], which yields the desired light neu-
trinos mass scale: mν ∼ M2EW/MGUT ∼ 10−2 eV, MEW being
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Open access under CC BY license.the electroweak (EW) scale. The seesaw mechanism, therefore,
links neutrino masses with new physics at the GUT-scale, which
is well motivated theoretically. On the other hand, a simple
way to include massive Dirac neutrinos within the SM is to
add Higgs-neutrinos Yukawa couplings which are more than
8 orders of magnitude smaller than the Higgs-electron one.
Consequently, the Yukawa couplings of fermions (in the SM)
unnaturally span over more than 13 orders of magnitude. Thus,
within these simple extensions to the SM, the Majorana neutri-
nos seem to be favored from the theoretical point of view.
The fact that a Majorana mass term violates lepton number
by two units, i.e. L = ±2, has dramatic phenomenological
signatures that can be used to distinguish Majorana neutrinos
from Dirac neutrinos within many extensions of the SM. The
most extensively studied process is neutrinoless double beta de-
cay (A,Z) → (A,Z+2)+e−+e− [3]. Also interesting are the
L = 2 lepton-number-violating (LNV) processes in various
high-energy collisions such as: e−γ [4,5], pp and pp¯ [5–9],
S. Bar-Shalom et al. / Physics Letters B 643 (2006) 342–347 343Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams (t - and u-channel) based on the kernel process
W±W± → ±
i
±
j
, via Majorana neutrinos (nα , α = 1–6) exchanges. For
t → b+
i
+
j
W− , cut the lower W -boson line and, for W+ → +
i
+
j
f f¯ ′ , cut
the upper W -boson line.
ep [5,10,11], e+e− [5,11], e−e− [12] and rare charged meson
decays [7].
In this Letter we explore two additional LNV decay chan-
nels of the real top-quark and of the real W -boson, to like-sign
lepton pairs:
(1)t → b+i +j W−,
(2)W+ → +i +j f f¯ ′.
These decays are induced by heavy Majorana neutrino ex-
changes and may, therefore, serve as important tests of the
neutrino sector and as a possible evidence for the existence
of Majorana-type heavy neutrinos with masses at the EW
scale. The Feynman diagrams for these decays are depicted in
Fig. 1. Both decays emanate from the same “kernel” process:
W±W± → ±i ±j , with a t - (or u-)channel exchange of a Majo-
rana neutrino. This is the same kernel that induces double beta
decay. However, in contrast to the double beta decay case, the
decays in (1) and (2) are dominated by the exchanges of heavy
(EW scale) neutrinos instead of the solar and atmospheric sub-
eV neutrinos.
Note that in (1) the top-quark decays to a real (i.e., on-shell)
W -boson with a “wrong” charge. The W -boson in (2) can decay
both purely leptonically if f f¯ ′ = −ν¯ or semileptonically if
f f¯ ′ = J J¯ ′, where J and J¯ ′ are light-quark jets coming from
either a u¯d or a c¯s pair. In what follows we will concentrate
only on the semileptonic decay of the W , since it is not possible
(experimentally) to determine whether the leptonic channel is
LNV or not. That is, a Dirac neutrino exchange will lead to the
same observable final state with a ν instead of ν¯. Hence, since
the neutrino escapes detection, the leptonic channel signature
is not unique to Majorana neutrino exchanges. Besides, the BR
for the semileptonic channel is two times larger than the purely
leptonic channel.
The kernel amplitude (W±W± → ±i ±j ) for the decays in
(1) and (2) arises from the following Lagrangian term:
(3)L= − g
2
√
2
BinW
−
μ iγ
μ(1 − γ5)nα + h.c.,
where the index α = 1–6 denotes the six Majorana neutrino
states, i.e., three light ones and three heavy ones. Also, Binis a 3 × 6 matrix, defined as Bin ≡∑3k=1 V LkiU∗kn, where V L
is the 3 × 3 unitary mixing matrix of the left-handed charged
leptons and U is the 6 × 6 unitary mixing matrix in the neu-
trino sector, see e.g., [4] (in what follows n means nα). In the
simplest scenario which relies on the classic seesaw mecha-
nism [2], the couplings of heavy neutrinos (N ) to SM particles,
e.g., BiN in (3), are highly suppressed by
√
mν/mN , where
mν is the mass of the light neutrinos typically of the order of
the solar or atmospheric neutrino masses. However, the possi-
bility of non-seesaw realizations or internal symmetries in the
neutrino sector, that may decouple the heavy-to-light neutrino
mixing from the neutrino masses, cannot be excluded [13]. This
motivates us to adopt a purely phenomenological approach by
assuming no a-priori relation between the mixing angles in Bin
and the neutrino masses. Within such a model independent ap-
proach, the elements in Bin need only be bounded by existing
model independent experimental constraints. For example, the
95% CL mass limits from LEP are mN  80–90 GeV, depend-
ing on whether it couples to an electron, muon or a tau [14]. For
such heavy Majorana neutrinos and assuming the dominance of
only one heavy neutrino N (see discussion below), the limits on
its couplings to the charged leptons can be expressed in terms of
the products Ω′ ≡ BNB′N (see [4] and references therein).
In particular, the limits on its flavor-diagonal couplings come
from precision electroweak data, and at 90% CL are [15]:
(4)Ωee  0.012, Ωμμ  0.0096, Ωττ  0.016,
while the limits on its flavor-changing couplings come from
limits on rare flavor-violating lepton decays such as μ → eγ ,
μ,τ → eee [4]:
(5)|Ωeμ| 0.0001, |Ωeτ | 0.02, |Ωμτ | 0.02.
Using (3), the kernel amplitude is given by (including both t
and u-channel diagrams):
iM(W−W− → −i −j )
= W−μ W−ν
g2
4
BinBjnmnu¯j (1 + γ5)
(6)×
[
γμγν
p2n(t) − m2n + imnΓn
+ γνγμ
p2n(u) − m2n + imnΓn
]
vi,
where pn(t) = pW − pi , pn(u) = pW − pj , mn and Γn are the
Majorana neutrino t - and u-channel 4-momenta, mass and to-
tal width, respectively. From (6) it is evident that for m2n 	 m2W
(recall that for the top-quark and W -boson decays the momen-
tum transfer scale is of O(mW)), the amplitude is proportional
to BinBjn/mn. On the other hand, for the sub-eV light neu-
trinos, i.e., mn of order of the solar and atmospheric mass
scales, the kernel amplitude is proportional to BinBjnmn/m2W .
Thus, these decays are by far dominated by the exchanges of
the heavy Majorana neutrinos, if their masses are of O(mW).
In what follows, we will, therefore, focus on the effect of the
heavy Majorana neutrinos, with a further simplifying assump-
tion that the kernel amplitude is dominated by an exchange of
only one heavy Majorana neutrino, N , which maximizes the
quantity BiNBjN/mN , either because it is much lighter than
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handed neutrinos is much larger, i.e., BiN ′ 
 BiN for N ′ = N .
For the dominant decays of N we take N → ±k W∓, νkZ,
νkH , where νk , k = 1–3, are the three light sub-eV neutrinos.
The partial widths for these decay channels are given by (see
e.g., [4]):
∑
k
Γ
(
N → ±k W∓
)≈ C(m2N + 2m2W )(m2N − m2W )2,
∑
k
Γ (N → νkZ) ≈ C
(
m2N + 2m2Z
)(
m2N − m2Z
)2
,
(7)
∑
k
Γ (N → νkH) ≈ Cm2N
(
m2N − m2H
)2
,
where
(8)C ≡ g
2
64πm2Wm
3
N
∑
k
|BkN |2.
We note that our results depend very weakly on mH .
Nonetheless, for definiteness, we will set mH = 120 GeV
throughout our analysis. Also, the widths for the partial de-
cays N → νkZ and N → νkH depend on the neutral couplings
CνN which appear in the interaction terms of Z and H with
a pair of Majorana neutrinos. In Eq. (7) we have used the
approximate relation between the charged and neutral cou-
plings of N to the gauge-bosons:
∑
k |BkN |2 ≈
∑
i |CνiN |2, see
e.g., [4].
Let us now define a generic “reduced” amplitude squared:
(9)μ¯2nn′ ≡
1
pol
∑
pol
μnμ
†
n′ ,
where pol is the number of polarization states of the decaying
particle (pol = 2 and pol = 3 for the top-quark and the W -
boson decays, respectively), μn is the top-quark or W -boson
decay amplitude for an exchange of a Majorana neutrino n (see
Fig. 1), and n,n′ = 1–6 are indices of the six Majorana neutrino
states.
Then, using (9) and summing over all intermediate Majorana
neutrino states, we obtain the total amplitude squared:
(10)|M¯|2 =
6∑
n=1
μ¯2nn +
∑
n<n′
2 Re
(
μ¯2nn′
)
,
and the decay width for either the top-quark in (1) or the W -
boson in (2):
(11)Γ = (1 −
δij
2 )
2M(2π)8
∫ 4∏
k=1
d3pk
2Ek
δ4
(
P −
4∑
k=1
pk
)
|M¯|2,
where M and P are the mass and 4-momentum of the decaying
particle, i, j are flavor indices of the lepton pair in the final state
of both decays and pk are the momenta of the final state parti-
cles. The reduced amplitude squared for the top-quark (μ¯(t)2
nn′ )
and for the W -boson decays (μ¯(W)2 ′ ) are given by (neglectingnnthe masses of the final state fermions)
μ¯(t)2nn′ = 8Aijnn′pi · pj
{
pt · pb
[
1 + m
2
t
m4W
pt
· pb
(
(pW · pW ∗)2
m2W
− p2W ∗
)]
+ 2
m2W
pt · pWpb · pW
+ 2 m
2
t
m2W
[
pb · pW ∗ − 1
m2W
pb · pWpW · pW ∗
]}
,
μ¯(W)2nn′ =
16
3
A
ij
nn′pi · pj
{
pf · pf¯ ′
(12)+ 2
m2W
pW · pf pW · pf¯ ′
}
,
where
(13)Aij
nn′ ≡
(
g√
2
)6
|ΠW ∗ |2BinB∗in′BjnB∗jn′mnmn′ΠnΠ∗n′ ,
and Πx ≡ (p2x −m2x + imxΓx)−1, where px , mx and Γx are the
4-momentum, mass and width of the particle x, respectively.
Also, pW ∗ which appears in (12) and (13) is the 4-momentum
of the virtually exchanged W -boson in both the top-quark and
W -boson decays (see Fig. 1).
Note that, within our assumption of a single-N dominated
amplitude, we get:
|M¯|2 = μ¯2NN,
(14)AijNN =
(
g√
2
)6
|ΠW ∗ |2|ΠN |2m2N |BiN |2|BjN |2.
We will first consider the case mN > mW and then discuss
the implications of a “light” mN , mN < mW , on the top and W
decays under investigation. In Fig. 2 we plot the BR’s for both
the top-quark and the W -boson decays, scaled by the neutrino
mixing parameters, i.e., setting BiN = BjN = 1, as a function
of the Majorana neutrino mass, mN , in the mass range mN >
mW . We see that, for both decays, a sizable and experimentally
accessible BR can arise only for mN values around 100 GeV,
for which we obtain:
(15)
BR(t → bW−+i +j )
|BiN |2|BjN |2 ∼ 10
−4,
(16)
BR(W+ → J J¯ ′+i +j )
|BiN |2|BjN |2 ∼ 10
−7.
To obtain more realistic BR’s we can use the bounds on the
neutrino mixing couplings in (4) and (5). For the W -boson de-
cay (this decay is essentially insensitive to the heavy neutrino
width), the largest BR subject to the constraints in (4) and (5) is
of order of 10−10. This is too small to be observed at the large
hadron collider (LHC), where about 109–1010 inclusive on-
shell W ’s are expected to be produced through pp → W + X,
at an integrated luminosity of O(100) fb−1 [16].
However, as was shown in [9], for on-shell production of
N via ud → W ∗ → N , the sensitivity to the heavy Majorana
neutrino can be significantly enhanced. Indeed, in this case, the
s-channel W ∗ “decays”, as in (2), to W ∗ → J J¯ ′±±, by firsti j
S. Bar-Shalom et al. / Physics Letters B 643 (2006) 342–347 345Fig. 2. The scaled BR (i.e., the BR with BiN = BjN = 1) for the flavor and lepton number violating decays t → bW−+i +j (solid line) and W+ → J J¯ ′+i +j
(dashed line), i = j and J, J¯ ′ = light jets, as a function the heavy neutrino mass, mN . The right figure focuses on the range mN < mt .Table 1
BR(t → bW−+
i
+
j
) in the various ij channels, subject to the bounds in (4)
and (5) on the neutrino mixing parameters, for mN = 90 and 100 GeV. For the
flavor changing channels we set Ω′ =
√
Ω ×
√
Ω′′ in case the limits on
the couplings in (5) are weaker than the individual limits given in (4)
BR(t → bW−+
i
+
j
) × 106
ij ee μμ ττ eμ eτ μτ
mN = 90 GeV 1.4 1.1 1.9 1.1 × 10−4 1.6 1.4
mN = 100 GeV 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.4 × 10−4 0.7 0.6
decaying to an on-shell Majorana neutrino W ∗ → N , followed
by N → W → J J¯ ′. The production of an on-shell N sub-
stantially enhances the cross-section and makes this process,
i.e., ud → W ∗ → J J¯ ′±i ±j , easily accessible at the LHC [9].
As will be shown below, a similar enhancement occurs in the
cascade decay of an on-shell W , W+ → +i N → +j J J¯ ′ if
mN < mW .
In the case of the top-quark decay t → bW−+i +j , taking
mN ∼ 100 GeV and using the limits from (4) and (5), the BR’s
for the various +i 
+
j channels are given in Table 1.
Note that, for mN < mt , the BR(t → bW−+i +j ) can be ap-
proximated by:
BR
(
t → bW−+i +j
)≈ BR(t → b+i N)× BR(N → W−+j )
(17)+ (i ↔ j for i = j),
where, for mN ∼ 100 GeV we obtain:
(18)BR(t → b
+
i N)
|BiN |2 ∼ 10
−4,
and
(19)BR(N → W−+j )∼ 0.5 × |BjN |2|BiN |2 + |BjN |2 .
We recall that the cross-section for t t¯ production at the LHC
is ∼ 850 pb [16], yielding about 108 t t¯ pairs at an integrated lu-
minosity of O(100) fb−1. Thus, a BR(t → bW−++) ∼ 10−6i jthat can arise in most +i 
+
j channels (see Table 1), should be
accessible at the LHC. In particular, the flavor conserving chan-
nels t → bW−e+e+ and t → bW−μ+μ+ are expected to be
more effective, since the channels involving the τ -lepton will
suffer from a low τ detection efficiency.
Let us now consider the case of a lighter N with a mass
mN < mW . Such a “light” Majorana neutrino is not excluded
by LEP data if its couplings/mixings with the SU(2) leptonic
doublets are small enough [17]. For example, N can have a
mass in the range 5 GeV  mN  50 GeV if |BiN |2 ∼ 10−4.
In this mass range the 5-body cascade top decay t → bW+ →
b+i N → b+i +j J J¯ ′ (recall that J J¯ ′ stands for a pair of lightjets originating from a u¯d or c¯s pair) has a much larger width
than the 4-body decay t → b+i +j W−, since the intermediate
N cannot decay to an on-shell W . Thus, for mN < mW both
t → b+i +j J J¯ ′ and W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′ originate from the cas-
cade decay W+ → +i N followed by N → +j J J¯ ′ and, for
BR(t → bW+) ∼ 1, they have equal branching ratios since:
BR
(
t → b+i +j J J¯ ′
)
∼ BR(t → bW+)× BR(W+ → +i N)BR(N → +j J J¯ ′)
+ (i ↔ j for i = j),
BR
(
W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′
)
(20)
∼ BR(W+ → +i N)BR(N → +j J J¯ ′)+ (i ↔ j for i = j),
where the partial width for W+ → +i N is:
(21)
Γ
(
W+ → +i N
)= g2
96π
|BiN |2mW ·
(
2 − 3 m
2
N
m2W
+ m
6
N
m6W
)
.
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BR(t → b+
i
+
j
J J¯ ′)/|BiN |2 ∼ BR(W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′)/|BiN |2, as a function
of mN .
Also, in the mass range 10 GeV  mN  mW , the BR for
N → +j J J¯ ′ is:
(22)
BR
(
N → +j J J¯ ′
)≈ Γ (N → +j du¯) + Γ (N → +j sc¯)
ΓN(Z) + ΓN(H) + ΓN(W) ≈
1
4
,
where
ΓN(Z,H) =
∑
f
Γ
(
N → νjZ
(
H
)→ νjf f¯ );
f = u,d, c, s, b, e,μ, τ, νe, νμ, ντ ,
ΓN(W) =
∑
(f f¯ ′)
Γ
(
N → ±j W∓ → ±j (f f¯ ′)∓
);
(23)(f f¯ ′)− = (du¯), (sc¯), (eνe), (μνμ), (τντ ).
Thus, combining the scaled BR(W+ → N)/|BiN |2 calcu-
lated from (21) with the BR of the 3-body N -decay BR(N →
J J¯ ′) given in (22), we plot in Fig. 3 the scaled BR’s for the
top and W decays in (20). We see that for e.g., 5 GeVmN 
50 GeV with |BiN |2 ∼ 10−4, not excluded by LEP [17], we
obtain BR(t → b+i +j J J¯ ′) ∼ BR(W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′)  10−6.
For the W -decay, this rather large BR will be well within the
reach of the LHC, which as mentioned above, is expected to
produce 109–1010 inclusive on-shell W ’s through pp → W +
X.
Before summarizing let us add a few comments:
• The heavy Majorana neutrino induced L = 2 branch-
ing ratios considered here i.e., t → b+i +j W− (or t →
b+i 
+
j J J¯
′ if mN < mW ) and W+ → +i +j J J¯ ′ are of
course forbidden in the SM, thus a sighting of each consti-
tutes a spectacular signal of lepton flavor violation (as well
as LNV). Take for example the above top decay which pro-
duces 2 same-charge leptons, possibly of a different flavor,
in addition to a wrong charge W− (recall that in the SM
its dominant decay mode is t → bW+). Of course, thesedecays are not “stand-alones” since the t -quarks and W -
bosons are created and decay in a specific accelerator and
measured by a specific detector. Therefore, the background
is highly accelerator and detector dependent—a detailed
discussion of which is beyond the scope of this Letter. As
mentioned above, this top decay is unique since it has both
a pair of same-charge leptons and a “wrong” charge W i.e.,
W−, unlike the positively charged W produced in the dom-
inant t → bW decay. The observation of this L = 2 top
quark decay would therefore be a clear signal for LNV.
• A Majorana exchange is not necessarily the only mech-
anism leading to L = 2 processes. One can envisage,
for instance, a situation in which another type of new
physics contributes together with the heavy Majorana ex-
change. Viable examples are R-parity violating supersym-
metry [18], or leptoquark exchanges [19]. In cases like
these it is in principle possible to obtain destructive inter-
ference between the different mechanisms, thus evading the
limits in (4) and (5), leaving the Majorana exchange sig-
nificant for at least the top-quark decay considered here.
Therefore, the rather sizable branching ratios in (15) ob-
tained for O(1) mixing angles cannot be excluded.
• There are some discussions about a super-LHC (SLHC)
[20] in which the luminosity of the LHC would increase by
about factor of 10. There is also some mention [20] of an
energy upgrade from
√
s = 14 TeV to 25–28 TeV, which
may require a new machine. Such an upgrade in both lu-
minosity and energy would yield more than an order of
magnitude increase in the number of t t¯ pairs and W ’s pro-
duced, making the O(10−6) BR of the top-quark decay in
question easily accessible to this machine.
To summarize: we have discussed the L = 2 decays of the
top-quark and of the W -boson, where both are mediated by a
heavy Majorana neutrino N . Our main results appear in Figs. 2
and 3 and in Table 1 and are significant for both the top-quark
case if mN  100 GeV and the W -boson case if mN < mW .
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